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SNRにおける宇宙線加速の時間発展
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Figure 1. Left: Fermi LAT counts map in 2–10 GeV around SNR W51C in units of counts deg!2. Front-converted events are selected. The counts map is smoothed
by a Gaussian kernel of ! = 0."12. The green dashed line represents the galactic plane. Right: close-up view around SNR W51C. The simulated point-source image
(smoothed by the same gaussian) is shown in the inset. The outer boundary of W51C is indicated by a white ellipse. Superposed is the ROSAT X-ray map (contours)
from Koo et al. (1995). The region where shocked CO clumps (Koo & Moon 1997b) were found is represented by a dashed magenta ellipse. A diamond near the SNR
centroid indicates CXO J192318.5+143035 (see the text). The positions of five H ii regions are indicated by green crosses (Carpenter & Sanders 1998).

VHE gamma-ray emission coincident with W51C (Fiasson et al.
2009). Also, the Milagro Collaboration has reported a possible
excess of multi-TeV gamma-rays in this direction (Abdo et al.
2009a).

In this Letter, we report the analysis results for the LAT
source coincident with SNR W51C, using data accumulated
over the first year of Fermi’s operation. The Fermi observations
of SNR W51C permit a refined study of cosmic-ray acceleration.
Specifically, the LAT data suggest that "0-decay emission is the
dominant contribution to the gamma-ray signal.

2. OBSERVATION AND DATA REDUCTION

The Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope was launched on
2008 June 11 by a Delta II Heavy launch vehicle. The LAT
onboard Fermi is a pair-conversion gamma-ray detector capable
of measuring gamma-rays in a very wide range of energy from
20 MeV up to 300 GeV. The LAT tracks the electron and
positron resulting from pair conversion of an incident gamma-
ray in thin high-Z foils, and measures the energy deposition
due to the subsequent electromagnetic shower that develops in
the calorimeter. The effective area is #8000 cm2 above 1 GeV
(on-axis) and the per-photon 68% containment radius is #0."8
at 1 GeV. The point-spread function (PSF) depends largely on
photon energy and improves at higher energies. The tracker of
the LAT is divided into two regions, front and back. The front
region (first 12 planes) has thin converters to optimize the PSF
while the back region (four planes after the front section) has
thicker converters to enlarge the effective area. The angular
resolution for the back events is approximately twice as broad
than that for the front events. The details of the LAT and data
processing are given in Atwood et al. (2009), and the on-orbit
calibration is described in Abdo et al. (2009b).

The gamma-ray data acquired from 2008 August 5 to 2009
July 14 are analyzed. The diffuse class events as defined in
Atwood et al. (2009) are chosen for gamma-ray analysis. A cut
on earth zenith angles greater than 105" is applied to reduce the
residual signal from earth albedo gamma-rays. The instrument
response functions (IRFs) called “Pass 6 V3” are used (Rando
et al. 2009).

3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The maximum likelihood technique is employed for spectral
and spatial parameter estimation using gtlike, which is publicly
available as part of Fermi Science Tools.58 The likelihood is the
product of the probability of observing the gamma-ray counts
of each spatial and energy bin given the emission model, and
parameter values are estimated by maximizing the likelihood of
the data given the model (Mattox et al. 1996). The gamma-ray
emission model includes individual sources at fixed coordinates,
galactic diffuse emission (resulting from cosmic-ray interactions
with interstellar gas and photons), and an isotropic component
(extragalactic and residual background). The so-called mapcube
file of gll_iem_v02.fit is used for modeling the galactic diffuse
emission, together with the corresponding tabulated model for
the isotropic diffuse emission. Other versions of the galactic
diffuse models, generated by the GALPROP code (Strong et al.
2004), are also utilized to assess systematic error. The maximum
likelihood analysis is performed inside a square region of
12" $ 12" centered on W51C with a pixel size of 0."1, unless
otherwise mentioned. Background point sources detected in six
months data are included in the likelihood analysis with free
normalization and power-law index, though none of them affect
the results in this Letter.

3.1. Spatial Distribution

In Figure 1, the maps of photon counts in the 2–10 GeV band
in the vicinity of SNR W51C are shown; the right panel is a
close-up view of the left panel. Gamma-ray events that converted
in the front section of the tracker are selected. A bright gamma-
ray source is enclosed by the outer boundary of W51C. The
average surface brightness inside the SNR boundary is about
2 and 5 times larger than neighboring regions on the galactic
plane in the 0.5–2 GeV and 2–10 GeV bands, respectively.
The gamma-ray distribution appears to be somewhat clumpy,
suggesting the presence of sub-structures. Due to the limited

58 Software and documentation of the Fermi Science Tools are distributed by
the Fermi Science Support Center at http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc

フェルミ衛星などが中年齢(>数千年)SNRか
ら、陽子起源で説明されるγ線を検出

セドフ期以降のSNRにおいて宇宙線加速がどのように時間発展する
かを調べるのが難しい。

SNR W51CのGeVガンマ線
イメージ (Abdo+10)

他波長からのアプローチが重要

しかし、
‣γ線観測は空間分解能が不足
‣陽子の冷却時間~6x107(1 cm-3 /nH) yr >> 

SNRの年齢



中年齢SNRでの宇宙線加速を探る方法
★X線によるプラズマ状態の診断
超熱的粒子によりイオンが電離され、過電離プラズマが形成される可能性が
ある(Kato+92)  e.g., 太陽フレア(Tanaka+86)
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宇宙線起源のγ線が付随するSNRが
よいターゲット

優れたエネルギー分解能と硬X線帯域で高感度の検出器での観測が必要

★電子のシンクロトロンX線放射
X線を放射する電子の冷却時間 << SNRの年齢
tsyn(E) = 1250 yr(E/100 TeV)−1(Bd/10 µG)−2

→ 加速直後の粒子の情報が引き出しやすい
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SNR W51C

Figure 4b compares the hard X-ray image with the radio
image and shows that some of the hard X-ray sources are
associated with compact radio sources. First, HX1 coin-
cides with G48.9!0.3 and G49.0!0.3, which are compact
H ii regions. Second, HX3-east coincides with G49.2!0.3,
also a compact H ii region. Third, the bright X-ray source at
the northern boundary of the ASCA field might be associ-
ated with W51A, which is mostly outside the field of view.
The hard X-rays from these sources, therefore, might origi-
nate from early-type stars and young stellar objects. For
HX2 and HX3-west, there are no obvious corresponding
radio sources in Figure 3b, although there seems to be a
weak enhancement at HX2. We examined the image of the
NRAO Very Large Array Sky Survey (NVSS) at 21 cm
(Condon et al. 1988) and found that there are indeed weak
radio sources coincident with these hard X-ray sources too.

The nature of these radio sources is unknown. The results of
the comparison are summarized in Table 1.

3.3. Comparison withCODistribution

KKS compared the distribution ofROSATX-ray surface
brightness with that of CO and concluded that the spectral
hardness between 0.6 and 2.2 keV was due to the absorption
of X-ray photons by intervening interstellar gas. There is
now more sensitive CO data with higher spatial resolution.
Figure 5a compares the ROSAT X-ray image with the CO
J " 1 0 integrated-intensity map generated from the data
of Carpenter & Sanders (1998). The CO map is obtained
integrating over the velocity range of 0 to +75 km s!1 and
shows all of the molecular gas toward this direction. The
CO map has an angular resolution of ’4500 with 5000 sam-

Fig. 4.—330MHz radio contour map of theW51 complex overlaid on the (a)ROSAT and (b)ASCAGIS hard (2.5–6.0 keV) X-ray images. TheROSATX-
ray map is used instead of the ASCAGIS soft X-ray image because it covers a larger area. The 330MHzmap is from Subrahmanyan &Goss (1995). In radio,
W51 is composed of two complex H ii regions, W51A and W51B, and the shell-type SNR W51C. Their approximate positions are marked in (a). Compact
radio sources labeled in (b) are theW51BH ii regions, which are associated with hard X-ray sources.

Fig. 5.—Same as Fig. 4, but with 12CO integrated-intensity contour map. The CO map is obtained integrating over the velocity range of 0 to +75 km s!1

and shows all the molecular gas toward this direction. The contour levels (in K km s!1) are 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 150, and 200. The column density of hydrogen
nuclei corresponding to 1 K km s!1 is about 4:6# 1020 cm!2. The COmaps are generated from the data of Carpenter & Sanders (1998).
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コントア(VLA 1.4GHz)

‣年齢:~3.0x104 yr 

‣星形成領域W51Bに付随する分子雲と衝突(Koo+97)

‣FermiやMAGICなどが宇宙線起源で説明されるγ線を検出

硬X線放射も検出されているが、詳細解析がなされていない

‣距離:約6 kpc

優れたエネルギー分解能と大有効面積を誇るSuzaku/XISで観測 4



Suzaku/XIS Image (Vignetting Corrected)

0.5-2.5 keV 3.5-8.0 keV

緑:キャルソース、HII領域
Src A, Src B: PWN候補天体

黒コントア:12CO(J=2-1) 60-70km/s 10,20,40%

赤コントア:Shocked HI 85-144km/s 40,80%

キャルソース
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Reg 1 & Reg 2のX線放射 (花畑ほか 2012年春季年会)

✓過電離プラズマの兆候は得られなかった
✓約0.7keVの電離非平衡プラズマモデルで良く再現できる
✓Mgのアバンダンスが太陽組成より有意に高い
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硬X線放射
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青:硬X線放射
橙:SNRからの放射
赤:バックグラウンド 

(GRXE+CXB)

熱的放射、非熱的放射どちらでも再現可能

FIのみ表示

熱的放射: 温度 ~5 keV

非熱的放射: べき ~2.2

柱密度: ~1x1022cm-2  < 銀河系を見通した場合 ~3x1022 cm-2

光度 Lx(0.5-10 keV): ~1x1034 erg/s >> 点源の寄与(Lx~1.0x1033 erg/s)

広がった系内天体だと考えられる

chi2/d.o.f = 443/375
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超熱的電子による電離の影響
スペクトル解析から過電離プラズマの存在は確認できなかった

超熱的電子がイオンを
完全電離する場合

電離断面積σが最大となる10keV電子がイオンの電離に主に寄与すると
~5x1010 cm-3 s (σはH-like Mgでの値を使用)< σv >−1

①

7

< σv >−1:電離タイムスケール、 :電離の特性時間

SN1006では非熱的電子と熱的電子の個数比         は最大10-3程度(Bamba+03)
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= 1
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� ∼ 2× 108 cm−3s
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過電離プラズマが未だ形成されていないことと矛盾しない

一方、スペクトル解析より net ∼ 2× 1011 cm−3s

したがって①より                                             <  電離の特性時間 

超熱的電子による電離の経過時間  < 電離の特性時間 か？



硬X線の起源:星形成領域W51B
強い衝撃波 加熱された

星風

X線
星風
数千km/s

OB星

熱的エネルギー~2x1050 erg のプラズマが必要
熱的放射: 

∵周辺のHII領域の年齢~1M yr(Kim+07)
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一方、典型的なOB型星のエネルギー供給量 ~1035 erg/s

Reg 3の周辺のOB型星は60個未満(Kim+07)なので、可能性は低い

必要なエネルギー供給量~6x1036 erg/s

非熱的放射: 

制動放射、逆コンプトン散乱: 予想される べき指数は観測値よりもハード
シンクロトロン放射: 電子の総量~1047 ergが冷却時間~103 yrよりも短い時間に供給
されなければならない。→OB型星が約100個必要

非熱的放射では説明できない



硬X線の起源:W51C
熱的放射

Reg 3の硬X線放射は熱的放射を仮定すると温度約5keV

SNRの典型的な熱的プラズマの温度は数keV以下 → 可能性はかなり低い

非熱的放射
- 制動放射、逆コンプトン散乱:予想されるベキ指数は観測と矛盾
- シンクロトロン放射
•セドフ期の初期で加速が終了する場合:説明できない
‣TeV電子は冷えてしまい存在できない
‣p-p衝突で生成される二次電子はX線帯域で非常に暗い(G8.7−0.1; Ajello+12など)

•加速が継続していれば、数十TeV程度の電子が存在する可能性あり(Sturner+97, 

Nakamura+12)

★W51Cが希薄な環境にあれば...

‣衝撃波が減速されにくく、効率的な加速が持続
　Reg 1&2のプラズマは、ISMが主成分でMgリッチ
     →W51C誕生以前に大質量星のSNが起きた事を示唆(Tsujimoto+95)
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まとめ
• セドフ期以降のSNRでの宇宙線加速の時間発展を探るために、

W51Cをすざくで観測した。

• 熱的プラズマはTe~0.7keVの電離非平衡モデルで表され、Mgのア
バンダンスが太陽組成より大きい。

• RRCの兆候は得られなかった。

‣ 超熱的電子による電離の経過時間が短いために、過電離プラズ
マを形成するまでに至っていないことと無矛盾。

• 硬X線放射は広がった系内天体と考えられ、温度~5keVの熱的プ
ラズマからの放射 or べき~2.2の非熱的放射で表される。

‣ W51Bに存在するOB型星による星風起源の可能性は低い。

‣ W51Cで加速が継続していれば、TeV電子からのシンクロトロ
ン放射で説明可能。
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熱的プラズマ
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Table 2. The best-fit results! of Reg 1 and Reg 2.

Parameter Reg 1 Reg 2

CIE

NH (1022 cm!2) 1.56 (1.61) +0.06
!0.05 2.01 (2.07) +0.09

!0.08

V EM (1057 cm!3)† 7.68 (7.74) +1.31
!0.96 7.17 (7.47) +1.41

!1.01

Te (keV) 0.49 (0.48) +0.02
!0.02 0.56 (0.55) +0.02

!0.03

ZMg (solar) 1.91 (2.02) +0.18
!0.17 1.53 (1.61) +0.20

!0.20

ZSi (solar) 1.08 (1.14) +0.13
!0.12 0.50 (0.51) +0.09

!0.09

ZS (solar) 1.46 (1.49) +0.32
!0.29 0.40 (0.40) +0.19

!0.18

!2/d.o.f 448/348 200/160

NEI

NH (1022 cm!2) 1.49 (1.51) +0.05
!0.05 1.97 (2.02) +0.08

!0.07

V EM (1057 cm!3)† 4.14 (3.94) +0.70
!0.62 5.06 (5.12) +1.01

!0.79

Te (keV) 0.70 (0.69) +0.06
!0.05 0.69 (0.68) +0.05

!0.05

net (1011 cm!3 s) 1.77 (1.89) +0.57
!0.42 2.97 (3.14) +1.15

!0.83

ZMg (solar) 1.73 (1.91) +0.16
!0.14 1.40 (1.50) +0.16

!0.15

ZSi (solar) 0.89 (0.97) +0.11
!0.10 0.48 (0.50) +0.08

!0.08

ZS (solar) 0.83 (0.88) +0.21
!0.19 0.30 (0.30) +0.15

!0.14

!2/d.o.f 383/347 168/159
" The values in the parentheses are obtained by increasing the

GRXE spectrum by a factor of 1.25, for systematics.
† Volume emission measure, V EM =

!
nenHdV , where ne and nH

are the electron and Hydrogen densities, respectively, and V is the

emitting volume, assuming the distance of 6 kpc.

We also checked the probability of over-ionization with the same procedure as used for Reg 1.187

As a result, Tz/Te was obtained to be 0.79+0.10
!0.09 and then the plasma of Reg 2 is not over-ionized.188

Thus, we again adopted the NEI model as the best-fit for Reg 2. The plasma properties are189

essentially the same as Reg 1.190

The obtained results of Reg 1 and Reg 2 are inconsistent with that obtained by191

Chandra (Koo et al. 2005). They reported that the spectra were represented by a CIE plasma192

with temperature of 0.3–0.5 keV and enhanced ZS. This might be caused by the inappropri-193

ate background estimation without considering the latitudinal dependence of GRXE in the194

Chandra data analysis.195
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Table 4. The fit results of Reg 3!.

Parameter Model of equation (2) Model of equation (3)

NEI†

NH (1022 cm!2) 2.42 (2.41) +0.10
!0.10 2.40 (2.38) +0.12

!0.12

V EM (1057 cm!3)‡ 5.02 (5.05) +0.45
!0.43 4.66 (4.86) +0.54

!0.52

Thermal (CIE4)

NH (1022 cm!2) 0.86 (0.98) +0.17
!0.13 · · ·

V EM (1058 cm!3)‡ 6.79 (6.50) +0.86
!0.75 · · ·

Te (keV) 5.08 (4.93) +1.12
!0.83 · · ·

ZFe (solar) 0.24 (0.23) +0.16
!0.16 · · ·

Luminosity§ 6.53 (6.14) +0.83
!0.72 · · ·

Nonthermal (Powerlaw2)

NH (1022 cm!2) · · · 1.15 (1.30) +0.25
!0.19

Photon index · · · 2.23 (2.29) +0.19
!0.18

Luminosity§ · · · 7.02 (6.63) +2.41
!1.76

!2/d.o.f 443/375 445/376
" The values in the parentheses are obtained by increasing the GRXE spec-

trum by a factor of 1.25, for systematics.
† The parameters except for V EM are fixed at the values of the NEI model

for Reg 1.
‡ Volume emission measure, V EM =

!
nenHdV , where ne and nH are the

electron and Hydrogen densities, respectively, and V is the emitting volume,

assuming the distance of 6 kpc.
§ Unabsorbed luminosity in the 2.0–10.0 keV band in units of 1033 erg s!1,

for the distance of 6 kpc.

galactic nucleus like a blazar or a flare star which have a short term variability. We did not260

find other di!erences between the two images.261

Next, we estimated the total X-ray luminosity of the point sources in Reg 3 using the262

Chandra data. The total photon counts of the point sources in Reg 3 without the above263

bright source were converted to fluxes in the 2.0–10 keV band by using WebPIMMS2 assuming264

the emission from a CIE plasma attenuated by absorption of ISM. We assumed 3 keV and the265

solar values for the temperature and abundances of the CIE model, respectively, considering266

an emission model for typical OB-type stars and young stellar objects (Schulz et al. 2001).267

Because the distances to the sources are unknown, we adopted the NH of 2.1!1022 cm!2, which268

is an intermediate value obtained by the X-ray analysis toward W51B (Koo et al. 2002). Using269

2 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/Tools/w3pimms.html
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Modeling of Background Spectrum
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Fig. 4. XIS spectrum of the BGD region with the best-fit models in equation (1). For visibility, data and
models for only the FI are displayed. Black data shows the XIS data while a brown curve shows the CXB
component. Magenta, blue, cyan, green, and purple curves show the best-fit models of CIE1, CIE2, CIE3,
Gaus1 and Gaus2 components in equation (1), respectively.

Table 3. The best-fit result of the BGD region.

Parameter Foreground Medium High

(CIE1) (CIE2) (CIE3)

NH (1022 cm!2) 0.49 +0.25
!0.12 0.58 (fixed)

Te (keV) 0.11 +0.06
!0.03 0.49 +0.09

!0.13 3.82 +1.49
!0.86

ZFe (solar) 1.00 (fixed) 0.61 +0.23
!0.19

f0.5!10
" 1.60 (52.9) 2.25 (11.7) 7.25 (10.6)

f6.4
† 6.16 +22.7

!6.16

!2/d.o.f 186/167
" Observed flux in the 0.5–10 keV band in units of

10!13 erg s!1 cm!2. Values in parentheses are the absorption-

corrected values.
† Observed photon flux of 6.4 keV line in units of 10!7 pho-

tons s!1 cm!2.

3.3. Hard X-Ray Emission196

3.3.1. Background Modeling197

The hard X-ray emission widely extends around molecular clouds associated with W51B198

but the distance to the emitting region is unclear. We can estimate the distance from NH. Thus,199

the accurate estimation of the background emission toward Reg 3 is required. We first modeled200

the spectrum of the BGD region and then modified it to Reg 3, considering the di!erence of201

the Galactic absorption column densities and the intensities of GRXE. The modeling method202

is described below.203
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Fig. 4. XIS spectrum of the BGD region with the best-fit models in equation (1). For visibility, data and
models for only the FI are displayed. Black data shows the XIS data while a brown curve shows the CXB
component. Magenta, blue, cyan, green, and purple curves show the best-fit models of CIE1, CIE2, CIE3,
Gaus1 and Gaus2 components in equation (1), respectively.

Table 3. The best-fit result of the BGD region.

Parameter Foreground Medium High

(CIE1) (CIE2) (CIE3)

NH (1022 cm!2) 0.49 +0.25
!0.12 0.58 (fixed)

Te (keV) 0.11 +0.06
!0.03 0.49 +0.09

!0.13 3.82 +1.49
!0.86

ZFe (solar) 1.00 (fixed) 0.61 +0.23
!0.19

f0.5!10
" 1.60 (52.9) 2.25 (11.7) 7.25 (10.6)

f6.4
† 6.16 +22.7

!6.16

!2/d.o.f 186/167
" Observed flux in the 0.5–10 keV band in units of

10!13 erg s!1 cm!2. Values in parentheses are the absorption-

corrected values.
† Observed photon flux of 6.4 keV line in units of 10!7 pho-

tons s!1 cm!2.

3.3. Hard X-Ray Emission196

3.3.1. Background Modeling197

The hard X-ray emission widely extends around molecular clouds associated with W51B198

but the distance to the emitting region is unclear. We can estimate the distance from NH. Thus,199

the accurate estimation of the background emission toward Reg 3 is required. We first modeled200

the spectrum of the BGD region and then modified it to Reg 3, considering the di!erence of201

the Galactic absorption column densities and the intensities of GRXE. The modeling method202

is described below.203

10

As mentioned in subsection 3.2.1, the emission toward the BGD region consists of NXB,204

CXB, and GRXE. Unlike subsection 3.2.1, we here modeled the GRXE spectrum by a three205

temperature CIE model (Uchiyama et al. 2009). A Gaussian was added at 1.2 keV to com-206

pensate the lack of the Fe L-shell lines (see subsection 3.2.2). We also considered the Fe I207

K! line (6.4 keV) of GRXE (Ebisawa et al. 2008) to represent the emission in the hard X-ray208

band more accurately. Because the lowest temperature component of GRXE is considered as a209

foreground emission (FE), the absorption for it was independent of that for the other two CIE210

components. After subtracting NXB, we fitted the spectrum of BGD, as shown in figure 4,211

using the following spectral model,212

Absm1!Powerlaw1 + Absm2!CIE1 + Absm3!(CIE2 + CIE3

+ Gaus1 + Gaus2). (1)

Powerlaw1, CIE1, CIE2, and CIE3 represent CXB, FE, the medium and high-temperature com-213

ponent of GRXE. Gaus1 and Gaus2 are a Gaussian at 1.2 keV and 6.4 keV lines, respectively.214

Absm1, Absm2, and Absm3 represent the ISM absorptions for CXB, FE, and medium+high-215

temperature components of GRXE, respectively. The spectral parameters for CXB including216

Absm1 were fixed at those used in subsection 3.2.1. We assumed that the average absorption217

toward GRXE is half of that throughout the Galaxy because the emitting region is distributed218

over the Galactic plane. Hence, we set Absm3 = 1/2!Absm1. For FE, we treated Absm2 as a219

free parameter. The elemental abundances of CIE1 were fixed at the solar value. ZFe of CIE2220

and CIE3 were set to be common and the other abundances were fixed at the solar value. The221

fitting model with equation (1) well represented the spectrum with a "2/d.o.f of 186/167 (see222

figure 4), where the best-fit parameters are listed in table 3.223

To derive the background emission in Reg 3, we scaled the normalization of CIEs and224

Gaussians of the BGD region by a factor of 1.93, which was obtained by the same estimation as225

used in subsection 3.2.1. For Absm1 and Absm3, we adopted the column densities of throughout226

the Galaxy and half of it toward Reg 3, respectively (3.3!1022 cm!2 and 1.7!1022 cm!2). The227

NH of Absm2 and powerlaw model for CXB were assumed to be the same as those of BGD.228

Then, we obtained the background model for Reg 3.229

3.3.2. Reg 3230

To investigate the nature of the extended hard X-ray emission, we analyzed Reg 3 as231

shown in figure 2b. The bright hard X-ray sources, the PWN candidate, and two H II regions232

G49.0"0.3 and G49.2"0.3 were excluded from the region.233

We show the NXB-subtracted spectrum of Reg 3 in figure 5. In this region, the soft234

thermal X-rays from W51C also contribute as background emission. We represented the W51C235

emission by the NEI model of Reg 1 (see subsection 3.2.2). We did not use the Reg 2 results,236

since the errors are larger but the results are consistent with those of Reg 1. We tried to fit the237

hard X-ray emission with a CIE or a powerlaw model as follows,238
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FIG. 1.ÈThe evolution of (a) the SNR shock velocity, (b) the SNR radius, (c) the electron cuto† energy and (d) the proton cuto† energyEmaxelectron, Emaxproton
with SNR age for cm s~1, and kG. In each plot, the solid, dotted, and dashed curves are for an SNR expanding into an ISMMej \ 1.4 M

_
, v0 \ 109 BISM \ 5

with a density of 0.1, 1, and 10 cm~3, respectively. Note that smaller ISM densities result in faster SNR expansion and a higher cuto† energy for electrons at
late times. Also note that initially the particle source spectra are limited by the age of the SNR Then, at D100 yr, the source spectra are cut o†(Emax \ Emax1).
because of free escape At times after D104 yr, the electron source spectra are limited by synchrotron losses(Emax \ Emax3). (Emax \ Emax2).

At high energies, synchrotron losses will restrict the maximum energy of electrons. By equating the synchrotron-loss rate to
the shock-acceleration rate, we Ðnd a second limiting expression for the maximum electron kinetic energy, whereEmax2(t),

Emax2(t) \ 2 ] 105( fR
J
BISM)~0.5v8(t) MeV . (4)

The proton energy-loss lifetime due to secondary particleÈproducing inelastic collisions is (cm~3) yr and isD3.5 ] 107/nISMnot important except for extremely dense clouds. The third process limiting the maximum kinetic energy, is theEmax3,
free-escape energy, which can be deÐned by setting the maximum wavelength of MHD turbulence, equal to f times thejmax,particle gyroradius. This gives

Emax3 \ eBISM jmax
f

. (5)

Ðnds cm when Ðtting the X-ray data of et al. of SN 1006. Unless otherwise stated,Reynolds (1996) jmax B 1017 Koyama (1995)
we adopt this value throughout this paper.

Using these results, we approximate the volume-averaged shock-accelerated particle source emissivities [Q(E, t) \ dN/dV
dt dE] by

Q
e,p(E, t) \ Q

e,p0 G(t)
C(pc)~a

b
D

exp
C[ E

Emax(t)
D

,

\ Q
e,p0 G(t)[E(E ] 2mc2)]~*(a`1)@2+(E ] mc2) exp

C[ E
Emax(t)

D
, (6)

where and p is the particle momentum, b is theEmaxproton(t) \ min [Emax1(t), Emax3] Emaxelectron(t) \ min [Emax1(t), Emax2(t), Emax3],
particle velocity divided by the speed of light, E is the particle kinetic energy, and m is its mass. The function G(t) is deÐned as

G(t) \ [RSNR(tSed)/RSNR(t)] , t ¹ trad ,

\ 0, t [ trad . (7)


